
 Documentation is essential if you build any type  
 of model

Keep in mind who the reader is (user, designer, 
regulator/auditor)

Diversify shape of documentation

Be as exhaustive as possible in the content of the 
documentation

This document aims to sum up and present a list of 
good practices regarding model design and utilization 
with ADDACTIS® Modeling. By applying these good 
practices, model designers will ensure consistency 
of their models and facilitate their maintenance and 
understanding.

Please note that the following list is not exhaustive 
and will be improved with time. Moreover, all the tips 
described below are not applicable to all models, so 
users should keep their judgment and adapt things if 
necessary.

Best Practices Keys
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Introduction

The importance of documentation regarding 
modeling in insurance is obvious: models have no 
use without precise explanations to understand them 
in their content, their use and their conventions. A 
lot of information can be added into documentation, 
for this reason:

It sounds important to define and write it in 
parallel of the model set up, not to lose precious 
details;
Documentation can take many shapes;
It may be relevant for many actors related to a 
modeling project.

For all these reasons it’s important to be as thorough 
as possible during the documentation process: 
the following paragraph will detail some axis of 
development to achieve this goal.

1

For the user

Documentation can be written 
for the user of the model (the 
person who will use the model to 
obtain results). Documentation 
in this case must help the 
user to know how to feed the 
assumption files, how to avoid 
awkward manipulation, how to 
understand results etc.

A good documentation could help the user to know 
how to complete an asset portfolio,  regarding 
bonds, and to know, according to the calculation 
method, if it’s relevant to complete the sensitivity 
value if you have the duration, or to complete a 
coupon rate according to the method.

Who is the 
documentation 
for?

First of all it seems relevant to identify people for 
whom you write the documentation for, and to 
separate these different documentations.

Advice Example
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For the designer

Documentation should also be 
written for the designer (current 
designer to follow his work or 
next designer to know what 
has been done) by the model. 
Designer documentation must 
basically explain the  program 
mechanisms: formulas,  
program dependencies, etc.

Advice Example

In case of the risk margin calculation in a standard 
formula model, it could be useful to give the 
technical specifications, but also details regarding 
implemented variables.
The Risk Margin noted RM is calculated as follows:

Where
CoC: Cost-of-Capital rate set to 6%;
SCR(t): Solvency Capital Requirement after t  years;

r(t+1): basic risk-free interest rate of t+1 years. This 
interest rate shall be chosen in accordance with the 
currency used for the financial statements of the 
insurance and reinsurance undertaking.

[…]

 Level 1: Calculation of all future SCRs without 
using simplifications

In this context, no simplification is used to project future 
SCRs.

Future SCRs have to be filled in the “Projected_SCR_1” 
table where columns are:

“Year”: Projected SCR Year;
“SCR_ru_0”: SCR for the reference undertaking for 
the given “Year”. The amount has to be discounted.

For the regulator/auditor

Finally, the documentation could 
be written for the regulator/
auditor in order to answer 
specific or recurrent questions 
regarding models.

Advice Example

It’s relevant to define a list of model upgrades, a list 
of hypothesis and simplifications which have been 
realized, back testing, problems encountered etc.
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Narrative documentation

The narrative documentation is 
the heart of your documentation. 
Basically the better way to 
proceed is to distinguish the 
user and the designer part 
as suggested just before, 
and to review step by step, 
assumptions, calculations, and 
reporting information. Your 
sentences must be precise 
but also vulgarize as much 
as possible in order to be 
understandable by anyone.

What shape 
should this 
documentation 
take?

Advice Example

It seems relevant to:
Realize segmentation as much as possible;
Do not hesitate to write formulas but also to 
explain them;
Suggest charts or process figure to simplify and 
to complete what you try to explain;
etc.

Into the assumption files

Documentation is also 
important in your assumptions. 
It seems really important to give 
information to the user/designer/
auditor and also in your excel files.

Advice Example

This information can take many forms:
Comments of cells

Documentation must not be reduced to the redaction 
of a narrative report. Even if this part is capital, many 
other shapes must be used to maximize possibility of 
sharing information.

Introducing tab and global information

Make a list of variables to feed



Into the program

ADDACTIS® Modeling offers many 
opportunities to document models 
into the modeling project.

4

Advice Example

There is a documentation space in the 
definition of elements or items:

You can comment your code

Use of section to separate your calculation 
step
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What should 
be documented?

It’s hard to define precisely 
the whole list of elements to 
document. The following list is 
just a first shot of the modeling 
committee (a documentation 
template will be soon provided 
in order to help you create a 
very efficient documentation 
for your models).

Advice Example

• Generalities and philosophy of the model 
: the description of the goal of the model is a 
prerequisite to introduce your work;

• Regulatory references : in case of a model 
which provides regulatory results, you 
can precise the regulatory framework and 
documents you relied on;

• Contacts : you may have an interest to tag a 
dedicated team or individual to contact in case 
of questions;

• Change log and versioning : if the model you 
want to document is an upgrade of a previous 
version, you should precise all the elements of 
improvement, and define potential regression 
effects;

• Governance consideration : it could have an 
interest to define precisely who has validated 
the model, why changes have been made, why 
the developments have been reduced to this 
area etc.

• List of data : as explained in a previous 
paragraph it is important to list and sort all 
variable assumptions, by also defining formats, 
definition etc. in order to facilitate the user 
completion work. This work can be a duplication 
of the excel dedicated content.

• Component of the modeling project : naturally, 
the main purpose of the documentation is 
the description of the element of the model 
(variables, tables, dependencies, lever of 
calculations, potential simplifications etc.)

• List of functions : functions must be taken into 
account as a part of a component of the modelling 
project with some specificities: algorithm must 
be documented, as input variables, outputs and 
field of application.
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• Q&A : in order to appreciate all the possible 
sharing you could have with the user or designer, 
you can list all the questions they have asked 
and also, the relevant answers to anticipate 
interrogations;

• Abbreviation : Abbreviations are sometimes 
different from a modeling project to another. Based 
on that it may be interesting to make a precise list 
of all abbreviations you have done into models, 
assumptions, reporting.

• Test and benchmark : any test realized to 
demonstrate a certain robustness regarding the 
model (comparison, regression, sensitivity) is good 
to mention.

• Simplification and hypothesis : it seems 
important to mention eventual simplification or 
approximation that have been done during the 
development process, in particular in the case of the 
regulation context, for the auditor or the regulator.
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the ADDACTIS Way
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